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Omaha Public Power District
1623 HARNEY OMAHA. NEBRASKA 68102 ' TELEPHONE S36 4000 AREA CODE 402

April 26, 1982
LIC-82-172

*
9 h

Mr. Robert A. Clark, Chief

,\&Ecg;Y g
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission A

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation ~t Eg4I -

8 j 'Division of Licensing g7 g
Operating Reactors Branch No. 3 -

Washington, D.C. 20555
1

Reference: Docket No. 50-285 f,

Dear Mr. Clark: -

The Commission's letter, dated March 9,1982, requested the Omaha
Public Power District provide additional information regarding the Fort
Calhoun Station's safety-grade automatic feedwater system. T!? Dis-
trict's response is attached.

Sincerely,
)

I.',M'iR'I

W. C. Dones
Divisj'onManager
Prodyction Operations

Attachment

cc: LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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0MAHA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT'S
RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS REGARDING
AFW SYSTEM AUTOMATIC INITIATION

Question #1

The first concern is that, under certain accident conditions
(i.e., steam line break) with the loss of offsite power and single
failure of one of the two nomally closed series valves in the AFW line
to the intact steam generator (this scenario was previously discussed
with Terry Patterson of 0 PPD),'it may be necessary to manually open a
main feedwater bypass valve (HCV-1105 or 1106) to establish AFW flow.

I T' " ff is concerned that these' valves may not be accessible following
in sufficient time to provide AFW flow to the intact steam

w crator prior to loss of water inventory and hence loss of heat
removal capability.

Arg MFW bypass valves HCV-1105 and 1106 equipped with accumulators?
If so, what is their capacity? How long will this capacity allow these

valves to remain open and how manys'upply?
tints may these valves be opened

following a loss of the nomal air s These answers should be
based on test; not design specs. Provide current piping and instru-
mentation diagrams (P& ids) showing these valves and accumulators.

Given the scenario postulated in concern one, which results in the
loss of air to the bypass valves, justify not providing the capability
to operate the bypass valves remotely from the control room if accumu-
lators of sufficient capacity are not provided. '

ANS Draft Standard 58.8 (Time Response Design Criteria for Safety-
'

Related Operator Actions) prescribes 20 minutes as the minimum time
before credit can be taken for operator actions from inside the control
room and 30 minutes for actions outside the control room. These times
have been found to be reasonable and have been accepted by the staff.
Given the scenario postulated in concern one above, determine whether -
the alternate AFW flow path (through HCV-1384 and the MFW bypass valve
to the intact steam generator) can be established prior to loss of heat
removal capability if the steam line break occurs in Room 81. Justify
your response by a detailed list of necessary operator actions and the
time to-accomplish each of these.

Describe the position indication provided in the control room for
all valves in the AFW discharge ~ flow paths and for the cro'ssover valve
(HCV-1384) and the bypass valves (HCV-1105 and 1106) and any valves
downstream of the bypass valves. This description should include type
of indication,~ whether the indication is direct or indirect, and the,

power sources for the indication.

Response +

Main fredwater bypass control valves HCV-1105 and 1106 are not
equipped with, accumulators. The current piping diagram,11405-M-253,
showing these* valves is attached.
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The postulated accident scenario involves a non-isolable main steam
line break (MSLB) in Room 81, loss of main feedwater, the failure to
open of one of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) isolation valves (HCV-1107-
A,1107-B,1108-A, or 1108-B) to the unaffected steam generator, and the
loss of operability of the main feedwater (MFW) bypass control valves
(HCV-1105 and 1106). Additionally, HCV-1385 and 1386, the MFW class 1E
isolation valves, would be shut on a containment isolation actuation
signal (CIAS) and would have to be reopened using the local manual
operator until conditions allowed resetting of CIAS. These events
result from a complete loss of all offsite power at the time of the MSLB
coincident with a mechanical (see District's reponse to Question #2) '

failure of one of the auxiliary feedwater isolation valves to the intact
steam generator. The main feedwater bypass control valves become in-
operable due to the loss of offsite power, causing loss of the air
compressors. Therefore, the Commission's basic concern is that, given
the above scenario, Room 81 becomes filled with steam precluding oper-
ator access to manually open HCV-1103 or 1104 and HCV-1385 or 1386 to
provide an alternate path for AFW.

Using the CESEC computer model, the District analyzed a spectrum of
steam line break sizes, from the largest possible to a break 5% of the
maximum, using the given the scenario. The CESEC analyses were run out
to 30 minutes into the event without operator action. From our analyses,
the District determined that conditions will not exist within the intact
steam generator to require auxiliary feedwater (AFW) actuation for at
least 30 minutes. During the first 30 minutes of this transient, the
reactor coolant system (RCS) loop temperature is less than or equal to
the temperature in the intact steam generator, thus precluding the
requirement for RCS heat removal. The analysis also indicated that the
time to fully blow down the ruptured steam generator would vary from 3
minutes to 15 minutes for largest to smallest break size.

The District also performed analyses of a relatively small steam
line break (i.e., < 5% of the maximum break area) with a concurrent loss

-The reactor will trip due to low RCS flow, given this.of offsite power.,
~ scenario, because of the loss of the RC pumps. During this transient

(with loss of offsite power), the analysis demonstrated that at least 35
minutes are available to restore feedwater before the steam generators
would dry out.

As detailed above, the District analyzed a full spectrum of MSLBs
inside Room 81, assuming both a loss of all offsite AC power and one of
the two AFW isolation valves to the intact steam generator failing to.g -

open. The analyses demonstrated that in all cases the plant operators
would have at least 30 minutes to act before a steam generator would be'' needed for heat removal. Therefore, the ANS Draft Standard 58.8 time
limit of 30 minutes, allowed for operator response, is available for the

r given MSLB scenario.

Having established that a minimum of 30 minutes is available before
operator action is necessary to restore feedwater flow to a steam gener-,

.ator, the District evaluated actions available to the operator for !
*

restoring feedwater to the intact steam generator. As detailed below,
the operators have two major actions available.
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Room 81 can be entered by an operator in a steam suit to manually
open HCV-1105 or 1106 and HCV-1385 cr 1386 and thus provide an alternate
flow path tc, the intact steam generator. It should also be noted that
Room 81 does have blowout panels in the ceiling which would quickly
equalize room pressures with atmosphere and rapidly dissipate much of
the steam resulting from the blowdown. Therefore, entry of a person in
a steam suit would be assured. This action could be accomplished well
within the allowed 30 minutes, since the steam suit is stored in the
control room and operators are trained in its use.

A second method of removing heat from the RCS is through the broken
steam generator. Once temperatures rise to normal RCS operating temper-
atures and the CEAs are verified to be inserted to provide adequate
shutdown, the broken generator can then be fed in a controlled manner
through the existing path of HCV-1107A,11078,1108A, or 1108B to
provide the necessary RCS heat removal capability. The requirement to
not feed a ruptured steam generator results from the potential to over-
pressurize the containment. With a break in Room 81, this is not a
concern and there is no constraint to feeding the ruptured steam gener-
ator in a controlled manner to remove decay heat. This action can be
accomplished in less than 20 minutes.

Based upon the reasons discussed above, as well as the low probability
of such an event, the District believes that the existing AFW system is
adequate to respond to the consequences of a steam line break in Room
81, with concurrent loss of offsite power and the failure of an AFW
feedwater isolation valve to the intact steam generator. The operator
has the time and resources to ensure a means of heat removal will be
available.

The position indication in the control room for the crossover valve
(HCV-1384), the bypass control valves (HCV-1105 and 1106), and the
feedwater isolation valves (HCV-1385 and 1386) are as follows:

HCV-1384: Position indication is located on panels CB-10 and AI-43 -
A and B; the indication is two sets of red and green
lights, one set on each panel. The indications are
operated by limit switches which in turn are directly
operated off the valve. The entire control circuit is
powered by vital AC voltage.

HCV-1105 &
HCV-1106: The position indication is a set of red and green -

lights which are directly operated off the valves by
limit switches. These lights are located on panel CB-10
in the control room. The control circuit is powered by
vital DC power. Thase valves are remotely operated in
the control room by a pressure controller, which is also
located on panel CB-10. The pressure controller indi-
cates the percentage the valve is opened. '

HCV-1385 &
HCV-1386: Two sets of red and green lights per valve show the

position indication on panels CB-10 and AI-43. The
lights are operated by limit switches which are directly
operated off the valve. The control circuit for these
, indications is powered by vital AC voltage.
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puestion#2

It appears that a single electrical failure could prevent one of
the two normally closed auxiliary feedwater isolation valves to each
steam generator (HCV-1107A and 1108A or 1107B and 11088) from opening
when required. Justify this design from a single failure point of view.
Address the protection provided for the solenoids against voltage
transients, sustained overvoltage, overcurrent, etc.

Response

The District has conducted a complete review of the safety-grade
actuation circuitry and determined that no single electrical failure
will prevent AFW isolation valves HCV-1107A,11078,1108A, and 1108B
from opening when required. The solenoids used in the subject valves
are normally energized, which allows air to enter the valve operators,
maintaining the valves closed. The loss of either electrical power or
air to these valves would cause them to fail open. The actuation
circuitry is totally redundant, including the actual relays that would
interrupt the DC power to the solenoids. The solenoids receive power
from opposite DC buses through fused cables to provide overcurrent
protection.

Question #3

In lieu of providing an alarm in the control room for selector
switch 43/FW when placed in the "0FF AUT0" position, justify how you
will ensure an automatic start of the motor driven AFW pump. One
acceptable resolution is to have selector switch 43/FW actuate an alarm
in the control room when placed in the "0FF AUT0" position. -

Response
i

The District identified the above deficiency during the final
design review for the safety-grade AFW system. Subsequently included irr
the final design and installed was an electrical bypass to the selector
switch, such that when in the "0FF AUT0" position an automatic start of
AFW pump FW-6 is not precluded. The selector switch still functions to
allow manual starting of FW-6 from CB-10 in the control room. Since an
automatic start of _FW-6 is now assured when the selector switch is in
the "0FF AUT0" position, the need to annunciate the switch's "0FF AUT0"
position is not necessary.

9

Question #4

It is our understanding that the auxiliary feedwater valves inside
containment (HCV-1107A and 1108A) are normally closed. Discuss the
rationale for keeping these valves closed. It would appear that auxi-
liary feedwater reliability would be enhanced if these valves were
normally open. They would not prohibit feedwater flow into the steam
generators under loss of air or loss of electrical signal. In addition,
they would not require containment entry to manually open these valves
under a failure to open. Discuss the reliability of the auxiliary
feedwater system with these valves normally open versus normally closed.
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Response

Admittedly, AFW reliability would be enhanced by normally keeping
the AFW isolation valves (HCV-1107A and 1108A) open if the need to feed
an intact steam generator was the only concern. However, from a safety
standpoint, for the MSLB scenario the ability to isolate t:ie ruptured
steam generator is of a much higher concern. In developing the MSLB
protection logic, the primary concern was to first isolate the ruptured
steam generator to prevent a return to power, with c second objective to
ensure availability of AFW to the intact steam generator. Obviously, a
trade-off was required and the District believes the system, as pre-
sently designed and operated, provides the optimal protection. The two
isolation valves in series to each steam generator are normally ener-
gized closed to ensure that, upon a MSLB, no single electrical or
mechanical failure will cause both valves to the ruptured steam gener-
ater tc open, thereby ensuring isolation. Only a mechanical failure of
the solenoid valves or the isolation valves could prevent the intact
steam generator from receiving feedwater. However, there is a minimum
of 30 minutes before feedwater would be required and the operator has a
variety of measures he can take to initiate AFW flow.
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